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Season 3, Episode 7
 PreviousNext 




Day 3: 7:00 P.M.-8:00 P.M.



Ramon holds Jack hostage as he flies to Mexico.  Ramon plans to kill Jack, but Jack manages to hold him at bay until the plane lands.  Ramon then learns that Jack and Hector are working together to break him out of prison.

Gael is captured while trying to escape from CTU.  Chappelle interrogates Gael but is interrupted by Tony, who claims that Gael is part of a bigger plan.

Anne is given a chance to clear Palmer's name, while Chase heads for Mexico to rescue Jack.
Quest roles:
Paul Schulze(Ryan Chappelle), Vincent Laresca(Hector Salazar), Jesse Borrego(Gael Ortega), Wendy Crewson(Dr. Anne Packard), Joaquim de Almeida(Ramon Salazar), Vanessa Ferlito(Claudia Hernandez), Zachary Quinto(Adam Kaufman), Miguel Nájera(Tomas), Conor O'Farrell(Ted Packard), Jamie McShane(Gerry Whitehorn), Adam Umberger(Dr. Linzer)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
9 December 2003, 20:00
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